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Abstract
Context: Independent validation of published scientific results through study
replication is a pre-condition for accepting the validity of such results. In com-
putation research, full replication is often unrealistic for independent results
validation, therefore, study reproduction has been justified as the minimum ac-
ceptable standard to evaluate the validity of scientific claims. The application
of text mining techniques to citation screening in the context of systematic lit-
erature reviews is a relatively young and growing computational field with high
relevance for software engineering, medical research and other fields. However,
there is little work so far on reproduction studies in the field.
Objective: In this paper, we investigate the reproducibility of studies in this
area based on information contained in published articles and we propose re-
porting guidelines that could improve reproducibility.
Methods: The study was approached in two ways. Initially we attempted to
reproduce results from six studies, which were based on the same raw dataset.
Then, based on this experience, we identified steps considered essential to suc-
cessful reproduction of text mining experiments and characterized them to mea-
sure how reproducible is a study given the information provided on these steps.
33 articles were systematically assessed for reproducibility using this approach.
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Results: Our work revealed that it is currently difficult if not impossible to in-
dependently reproduce the results published in any of the studies investigated.
The lack of information about the datasets used limits reproducibility of about
80% of the studies assessed. Also, information about the machine learning al-
gorithms is inadequate in about 27% of the papers. On the plus side, the third
party software tools used are mostly free and available.
Conclusions: The reproducibility potential of most of the studies can be sig-
nificantly improved if more attention is paid to information provided on the
datasets used, how they were partitioned and utilized, and how any randomiza-
tion was controlled. We introduce a checklist of information that needs to be
provided in order to ensure that a published study can be reproduced.
Keywords: Citation screening, systematic review, reproducibility, text
mining, reproducible research
1. Introduction
A scientific claim cannot be considered credible until it can be independently
verified [1–3]. Despite the few arguments against the reproduction of studies,
the most notable being that it generates no new knowledge, the practice has
been justified as the minimum acceptable standard to assess the validity of5
scientific claims in computational research [4] where full replications are often
impractical [5].
Reproducibility, for the purpose of verification, understanding and conse-
quently knowledge extension, is an essential requirement of all scientific studies
— theoretical or experimental [6]. A theoretical study requires only mental10
understanding, pen and paper to reproduce and verify; while an experimen-
tal study requires similar laboratory settings and equipment to reproduce and
verify [7]. However, the emergence of computational studies in the last few
decades has put additional challenges on study reproduction. The independent
researcher requires access to actual data, software and hardware specifications15
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for effective reproduction of computational studies [7, 8]. Two examples of these
new challenges are the fact that:
(i) software modules are in continual development with possible alterations
to internal implementation algorithms
(ii) datasets may be updated or moved without notice20
These unpredictable circumstances necessitate the reporting of additional details
that may facilitate future access to similar experimental materials for reproduc-
tion purposes. Consequently, published articles need to maintain a persistent
link to all the digital materials of their experiment.
Study reproducibility or reproduction is the extent to which the results of a25
specific study can be independently reproduced based strictly on the published
text, data, as well as experimental and analysis procedures [9]. Reproduction of
experiments is essential in computational research for two main reasons. On the
one hand, it supports the validation, verification and/or extension of computa-
tional results published in papers [10]. On the other hand, it is a precondition for30
accepting published claims as part of a body of knowledge [1]. However, articles
are often published without the details — codes, datasets, experiment design
parameters etc. — essential to the reproduction of experiments [5]. Study re-
production particularly requires access to all essential experimental elements in
order that teams independent of the original research group can use them to35
verify the published results.
Text mining (TM), is generally the process of using the computer to auto-
matically explore and analyze (unstructured) multiple textual sources to dis-
cover fresh information for further use [11, 12]. TheTM process can be viewed
as comprising three major steps or activities: document (corpus) collection,40
text transformation and knowledge extraction.Each of these steps is informed
by a major research area, namely, and respectively, Information Retrieval (IR),
Information Extraction (IE) and Data Mining [13, 14].
TM activities start with the collection of documents relevant to the purpose
of the TM. The document collection step involves the process of searching, lo-45
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cating, identifying and retrieving documents suspected of being relevant to the
intended purpose. This step relies on technologies and techniques from the IR
domain. IR research is primarily concerned with the development, optimization
and delivery of techniques for searching, assessing, ranking and presenting infor-
mation resources with respect to the users’ information needs [15]. At present,50
the complexities associated with TM (such as lack of structure in the text and
the dynamic nature of the databases) mean that research activities rely mainly
on the use of standard corpuses and simple retrieval of the documents from
their known location without the need to use further more sophisticated IR
techniques. This is the case for the studies investigated in this work.55
The text transformation step entails cleaning the text and converting it into a
more structured format by means of some natural-language information extrac-
tion techniques. IE filters structure data from unstructured text by identifying
references to named entities as well as relationships between such entities [12].
Typically, current works in TM favour the vector space model using bag-of-words60
for representation of the text without requiring the use of more sophisticated
IE techniques [12].
The knowledge extraction step utilizes data mining algorithms and tech-
niques to build models that can learn the data pattern and predict new knowl-
edge from new similar dataset through regression, classification or clustering.65
Data mining is the process of discovering non-trivial knowledge or patterns from
databases using machine learning algorithms [14].
Systematic Review (SR) is a literature review approach used in software
engineering and other disciplines (particularly medicine and education) [16, 17].
It provides a rigorous, dependable and auditable review methodology with the70
main goal of building an impartial and complete synthesis of available evidence
on a specific topic, based upon which decisions can be made and conclusions
drawn. The SR process is divided into three major phases: planning, execution
and documentation. These phases are further divided into stages [16, 18, 19].
There are ongoing efforts to automate part, or all of the stages of the SR process.75
One such approach is the application of Machine Learning (ML) techniques
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using TM to automate the citation screening ((CS), also called study selection)
stage [20].
The application of TM techniques to support the citation screening stage
of SRs (e.g. in evidence-based software engineering or medical research) is an80
emerging research field with the first reported publication on the subject in
2005 [21] and a systematic review of 44 papers published in 2015 [22]. This
field can, therefore, benefit from tools and techniques for improved experiment
reproduction to verify published results, establish efficiency, maturity, applica-
bility of proposed methods and techniques and advance findings [23]. This has85
even become imperative given the fact that funding agencies and publishers of
data driven studies have now begun to stipulate that researchers make digital
components of their research available.
In this study, we address reproduction issues in the field by assessing how
easy it is to reproduce the results published in 33 papers. These 33 papers,90
which report 33 studies, were reviewed by Olorisade et al. [20] and are a subset
of the 44 papers reviewed by O’Mara et al. [22]. As far as we know, there is no
published work yet addressing experiment reproduction issues in the field.
The assessment involves three steps: initially, we tried to reproduce six of the
experiments that used the Drug Evaluation Review Program (DERP) dataset.95
Then, we used the experience from this to identify elements of the TM process
critical to reproduction and finally, we undertook a systematic assessment of 33
published studies using a proposed set of essential elements in TM experiments.
As a result of this work, we suggest a checklist that authors could use to ascertain
whether their articles contain enough relevant details to enable reproduction of100
the research and reviewers could also use it to assess computational studies for
compliance to reproduction requirements.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 — Background,
presents a brief overview of related work on reproducibility of computational
studies, the studies that apply TM techniques to citation screening using the105
same dataset and existing work on assessing the reproducibility of data driven
studies in software engineering. The details of the reproduction analysis and
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the systematic assessment are presented in Section 3 — Methodology. Section
4 — Results, presents the outcomes of this work, while Section 5 addresses the
threats to validity. Finally, Section 6 proposes a reproducibility checklist and110
summarizes the conclusions of this research.
2. Background
2.1. Reproduction of Computational Studies
The issue surrounding the ability of independent researchers to reproduce
computational studies has been identified in the past few decades and researchers115
have made several proposals about how to make computational studies repro-
ducible. [2, 24] advised cultivating reproducibility into a habit and everyday
research culture before its effect can be successfully noticed in publications.
Explicit and unambiguous description of process and results is the first step
towards ensuring independent researchers can clearly understand a study to the120
level that it can be reproduced by them [2]. Undocumented implicit knowledge
is often the main impediment to the implementation of proposed algorithms and
models [25].
Technology can support reproducibility [9]. For example, it has been sug-
gested that researchers should utilize whenever they can, available libraries and125
packages that are easily accessible to the public, are robust and are continually
maintained [2, 24]. Cross platform software should be chosen where possible for
experiment purposes [24, 25]. However, it is practically impossible to capture
all the decisions and situations during a computational study, so employing an
automatic means of storing the details of every decision, process and result is130
encouraged [4, 5, 24]. GitHub and other similar version control applications
can aid capturing of the different stages and changes in experiments as well as
providing long term storage and access to the digital artefacts [4, 5, 24].
Public repositories and publishers are helping to ensure digital components of
publications are available to readers [2, 4]; however, this does not guarantee that135
a study will be reproducible. Understanding the provided files is key to making
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independent (active) use of them but data files are still formatted haphazardly;
partially or insufficiently annotated [26, 27]; codes are poorly commented while
graphs and charts are sparsely annotated amongst other issues [28]. Though,
the digital components storage provision facilities is a step in the right direction.140
In order to ensure reproducibility, comparability and generalizability of stud-
ies, the IR community have dedicated considerable efforts (notably) to the
standardization of data formats to facilitate uniform storage, access and ex-
change of data, as well as the creation of common evaluation methods for tech-
niques [29, 30]. Notable initiatives that have pushed research achievements in IR145
are TREC1, CLEF2 and NTCIR3 [31–33]. These efforts are inherently beneficial
to and directly utilized in TM research. Some of the experimental collections
used in TM are part of the experimental collections from real domains of inter-
est like medicine, made available through the efforts of IR research at ensuring
reproducibility and comparability in the field [30]. An example is the TREC150
collection, one of which is the corpus used in this work and in studies reviewed
in this work. The evaluation metrics proposed and used in IR research are also
beneficial to and utilized by TM studies [34].
The Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K), trans-National Institute of Health
(NIH) initiative has been established to facilitate the standardization, discovery155
and reuse of digital assets in biomedical research through innovative approaches
and tools so that machines without human intervention can automatically access
and (re)use study data. This initiative led to the agreement on the Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) principles that should guide such
big data driven research. The guidelines for these principles are described in [28]160
and a sample tool implementation is provided in [35].
These principles along with other aims of the BD2K initiative4 support re-
producibility of experiments by facilitating digital assets discovery (open knowl-
1http://trec.nist.gov/
2http://www.clef-initiative.eu/
3http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir
4https://commonfund.nih.gov/bd2k
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edge) for verification, knowledge advancement and community wide research
engagement. The realization of the BD2K objectives will not only be useful165
to biomedical research but also for the general science communities’ effort on
reproducibility of scientific research.
Data format is also key to access and reuse. Researchers should attempt to
store their data in common formats [25] like the comma separated values (csv)
or similar formats. This way, other researchers will find it easier to retrieve and170
manipulate the data.
Prior to publication, it has been suggested that researchers should conduct
a reproducibility check by asking colleagues not involved in the research to
attempt to reproduce their studies based strictly on the information contained in
their manuscript. This way, it will be possible to anticipate areas of ambiguities175
and insufficient information [2, 5, 26].
Though reproducibility is not a license to a study’s correctness, validity or
quality, it is however, a precursor to these qualities as utilizing these principles
will not only aid the reproducibility of studies but also further the development
of the means to ensure it.180
2.2. Replication/Reproduction in CS Automation Studies
The earliest work we found on applying TM to CS automation is the work
of Aphinyanagons et al. [21] published in 2005. Several works have since been
and are still being published in the field. Most of the published studies share
common experimental components in terms of datasets and machine learning185
algorithms. Olorisade et al. [20] conducted a critical analysis of 44 studies and
found Support Vector Machine (SVM) and the ensemble method to be the most
used among the studies, 31% and 22% respectively.
In terms of datasets, we found that the DERP review topics data have been
used in 13 studies [20]. Table 1 shows the usage pattern of datasets common in190
some studies. Despite the extensive use of the DERP dataset in the publications
(most especially the 15 review topics first used in [36]), there have been very
few attempts at independent replication of existing studies. Thus, there seems
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to be little ground for comparability of results as the study settings vary a lot
— except in cases where the same research team replicate their own work.195
The researchers in the field have demonstrated an awareness of the need for
reproducible research. This is evidenced in [36], where the authors published
the intermediate output from each step of the study and provided a link to
supplementary materials including the datasets5. This level of detail has not
been found in subsequent studies. Matwin et al. conducted a replication of200
[36] and both groups were able to compare the performance of their SVM and
Multinomial Nave Bayes models [59–61]. Khabsa et al. [47] also compared their
results to those reported in [36, 37, 45]. Several other studies that used the same
15 review topics as [36] have found the details useful by following at least the
same preprocessing steps. [48, 62–64] are among the studies that have provided205
access to the supplementary materials of their studies.
Despite these efforts, the field has not witnessed any significant replication
efforts. Overall, the field has a few clusters of studies sharing common datasets,
machine learning algorithm and performance assessment metrics but within the
clusters, the same research teams have mostly conducted the studies. Thus,210
there is a need for more independent replication of some of these studies to
further validate the published results and consequently extend the findings.
2.3. Reproducibility Assessment
Gonzalez-Barahoma and Robles identified a set of information elements re-
quired to support the reproducibility of software engineering studies based on215
data [65]. The elements are: data source, retrieval methodology, raw dataset,
study parameters, extraction methodology, processed data, analysis methodol-
ogy and results dataset [65]. Their proposal built on the Knowledge Discovering
in Databases (KDD) schema proposed by Fayyad et al.’s in [66] where data,
selection, target data, preprocessing, preprocessed data, transformation, trans-220
5http://skynet.ohsu.edu/~cohenaa/systematic-drug-class-review-data.html (The
original link provided in their publication is now broken)
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Table 1: Studies using common datasets and the algorithms
S/N Dataset Comment Paper
1 DERP*
SVM [37–44]
FCNB [45]
EvoSVM, NB [46]
Random Forest [47]
Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion
[48]
Perceptron [36]
2 TrialStat SR
cNB [49]
SVM, NB [50]
Ensemble [51–53]
3
Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD)
cNB [54–57]
Ensemble [57]
4 Proton beam
SVM [55–58]
Ensemble [56, 57]
5 Micro nutrients
SVM [55–57]
Ensemble [57]
* Some of the studies used fewer review set than others but they mostly share common 15
studies. The dataset is also referred to in some studies as the Text Retrieval Conference
(TREC) data
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Table 2: Values for the assessment of the information elements attributes
S/N Attribute Values
1 Identification Complete (Classical), Partial, No, N/A
2 Description Complete (Textual), Partial, No, N/A
3 Availability Private, Public (Free), No, N/A
4 Persistence Likely, Unknown, N/A
5 Flexibility Complete, Partial, No, N/A
formed data, data mining, patterns, interpretation/evaluation and knowledge
were identified as the elements composing the KDD process.
In their study, Gonzalez-Barahoma and Robles [65] defined five attributes
and some values that can be used to describe the information elements associated
with computational studies like TM. The five attributes are:225
(i) Identification (location): where the information element can be accessed
e.g. web-link.
(ii) Description: level of published details provided about the information ele-
ment including it’s internal organization and structure, and its semantics.
(iii) Availability: a measure of the difficulty involved to currently access or230
acquire the information element.
(iv) Persistence: the possibility of the information element being available for
future use.
(v) Flexibility: how adaptable is the information element to different formats
and/or environments.235
These attributes are assessed independently of each other based on the available
information in a publication. The values that can be assigned to each attribute
are listed in Table 2.
The interpretation of the values as used within this study is described in
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section 3 (Methodology).240
Robles et al. [65] also defined a set of six (summary) assessment tags (Table
3) that may be combined, as applicable, to summarize the strength or otherwise
of the contribution of an element to the reproducibility of a study.
Table 3: Summary assessment tags for defined reproducibility elements
S/N Tag Meaning
1 U Usable for reproduction
2 D Usable for reproduction with some difficulty
3 N Not usable for reproduction
4 + Future availability is foreseeable
5 * Flexible
6 - Irrelevant
3. Methodology
In this study, we assess the reproducibility of studies that investigate the245
application of TM techniques to the automation of the CS stage in SR. Our aim
is to assess how reproducible are existing studies about the use of TM techniques
to automating CS in SR.
We approached the reproduction assessment of the studies as follows:
i Reproduction Analysis: to try to reproduce six studies that used the DERP250
dataset
ii Assessment framework definition: to formulate an assessment framework
using experience from (i) and the literature
iii Reproducibility assessment: applying the assessment framework to measure
the reproducibility of 33 studies255
These steps are further discussed in the following subsections.
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3.1. Reproduction Analysis
For the reproduction analysis, we selected six studies [36, 38, 39, 41, 44, 45]
that were based on various topics in the DERP dataset, particularly the topics
contained in the TREC 2004 Genomics Track corpus6.260
After searching the Internet, we were able to locate the repository for the raw
dataset - TREC 2004. The raw dataset contains 4,367,228 articles, separated
into a few files in eXtended Markup Language (XML) or Standard Generalized
Markup Language (SGML) formats, of which the studies we were trying to
reproduce used less than 19,000. In order to select the subset that was of265
interest to us, we had to study and harmonize information contained in over
ten different files and then write a parser to retrieve the articles and portions
of each article of interest to us. We used the studies’ PubMed Identification
(PMID) information from a file provided by Cohen et al.5 to cross-reference
the raw dataset and extract the required dataset. The original supplementary270
materials link provided in [10] did not work.
It was easier to replicate the text pre-processing steps reported in the studies.
The pre-processing in this context involves:
• removing commonly used words (e.g. articles and prepositions) referred
to as stopwords275
• breaking the sentences into words or phrases known as features
• storing all tokens in a feature vector using the Bag-of-Words (BoW) ap-
proach
• representing or encoding the features in a numeric usually binary or fre-
quency based - format280
• appending special tags to features from the MeSH and publication type
before the above preprocessing steps as was done in [36, 45].
6http://skynet.ohsu.edu/trec-gen/data/2004/
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We followed the protocol provided in [36]. Accordingly, we distinguished
three type of features from the corpus — title and abstract, the MeSH terms
and publication type. The MeSH terms were appended with ‘mh’ while the285
publication type were appended with ‘pt’ to distinguish them from similar title
and abstract terms. We appended these terms before removing stopwords. We
used binary representation for the features. In binary representation, if a feature
is present in a document, it is represented by 1 as the corresponding element of
the feature-document matrix and by 0 otherwise.290
We conducted feature selection, the process of selecting the most discrimi-
native subset of all the features for use, according to the process implemented
in [36] by selecting statistically significant features using χ2. We used the Rapid-
Miner data science platform7 and the FSelector (version 0.21) package in R for
feature selection. Such feature selection techniques are used here to reduce the295
dimensionality of the data representation vectors.
The authors of [36, 41, 45] did not provide the codes for the algorithms they
proposed, therefore, we used the base algorithms in each case to see how close
the results were.
We conducted experiments using the simple Perceptron and SVM algorithms300
in Python’s ‘sklearn’ package [67] and the implementation of the ‘votedpercep-
tron’ algorithm provided in Weka (with no weighting) [68], which is the algo-
rithm that was modified in [36].
We stored the data of the different studies in order of the PMID in the file
provided by Cohen et al.5. Supporting materials — codes and data files — to aid305
the reproduction of this experiment is hosted on github8. In our implementation
of the algorithms the classifiers parameters were set as follows:
• SVM: C = 1.0 and class weight = ‘balanced’, others are left at the default.
• Perceptron: penalty = ‘l1’, class weight = ‘balanced’, shuﬄe = True,
7https://rapidminer.com/
8https://github.com/raylite/reproducibility-data
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random state = 0; other parameters are left at default.310
In both cases, the sample weight for the negative to positive class was set
at 1:4 during fitting. We chose this sample weighting following [36], which
used the same weight for some of the studies reported there. Although the best
performance for each of the fifteen studies is recorded at different weights in [36],
the weighting of 1:4 showed a consistent acceptable performance comparable to315
the best cases for all studies (in some cases providing the best results) [36].
Model validation was fairly well reported. Cross validation was mostly used.
This might be due to the small size of the datasets. We used the ‘Stratified-
KFold’ method also from python’s sklearn package to divide the datasets into
training and test data for the 5x2 cross validation. The method ensures nega-320
tive:positive class ratio in the training and test data comparable to the original
dataset. The random state parameter was set to ‘67’ in both cases; random state
is the seed of the pseudo random number generator to use when shuﬄing the
data. The shuﬄing ensures that each run of the algorithm produces different
results. However, if the random state is set to a value, this value can be used325
to repeat a previous result provided other factors are kept constant.
The average precision, recall and F1 scores were calculated using the preci-
sion score, recal score and f1 score methods in sklearn. The average parameter
in these methods was set to binary since this is a binary classification. A brief
definition of precision, recall and the f1 score follows below:330
• Recall is the fraction of the total number of positive examples in the whole
corpus that is correctly classified [69].
recall =
tp
tp+ fn
• Precision is the ratio of actual positive examples and the total number of
the predicted positives [69].
recall =
tp
tp+ fp
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• F1 score is the weighted harmonic mean of the recall and the precision [69].
F1 = 2.
precision.recall
precision+ recall
where,
tp →true positive fp →false positive
tn →true negative fn →false negative
3.2. Assessment framework
In order to systematically assess the studies, we follow the approach proposed335
in [65] by identifying information elements (see sub-section 4.2) that supports re-
producibility within the context of TM. The relationship between the identified
elements in the TM process is depicted in fig. 1. We adopted the KDD process
proposed by Fayyad et al. and its adaptation proposed by Robles et al. [65, 66],
but further adapted to the TM context. We added the data source element as340
suggested by Robles to capture data retrieval (see fig. 1). This is essential as
all the studies use existing data from some organizations and rarely make their
particular experiment data available for reuse. The interpretation/evaluation
step is replaced with model assessment.
Figure 1: Basic text mining process
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These information elements are assessed under the five attributes presented345
in sub-section 2.3 and described with a defined set of values (Table 2).The
interpretation of the values (Table 2) depends on the attribute-element context.
The meanings as used in this study are provided below:
• Complete: this generally implies that basic information needed to locate
or identify the element in question is provided. For example, in the case350
of raw datasets, this may imply the general name of a particular dataset
with the associated link from where it can be retrieved. Notable variations
are:
– Classical: the term classical is sometimes used (instead of complete)
under identification, if one of the traditional machine learning algo-355
rithms is used out of the box with no (significant) alteration. This
term is preferred to indicate that insufficient description may be tol-
erated in such cases.
– Textual: Textual is used to indicate a new method, tool or algo-
rithm proposed by the researchers and described only with text in360
the publication with neither source code nor executable file provided.
• Partial: This value is used to indicate situations where the information
provided about an element is too general or insufficient. For example, a
dataset (source) named with no link information to its exact webpage but
rather to the index page of the provider where the researcher will be left365
to try and navigate to the desired resource.
• No: No implies complete absence of the attribute.
• N/A (Not Applicable): This implies the attribute is not applicable to the
element in question. For example, for a study that did not make use of
any of the information elements described above, the corresponding entries370
will be N/A.
• Likely: This value applies to the persistence attribute if there is a possi-
bility that a relevant element is likely to be available for future access.
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• Private/Public/Free: The term private is used to indicate elements, in this
case data or tools, located but inaccessible due to extra constraints like375
membership, application, subscription etc. imposed before access may
be granted. Public on the other hand means that the dataset (raw or
processed) is provided for public use. Free is used in the case of a tool
used that is available for free download.
• Unknown: We use this term when it was not easy to determine whether380
or not a relevant element will be available for future access.
See Appendix A for further illustration.
Not all attributes are defined for every element. Table 4 shows an example
of the set of attributes applicable to each element.
Table 4: Example of attributes defined for each element type
Data sources Datasets Technique Parameters Tools/Algorithms
Identification ! ! ! ! !
Description ! ! ! ! !
Availability ! ! !
Persistence ! ! !
Flexibility ! !
3.3. Reproducibility Assessment385
After the attempt to reproduce the experiments reported in the six papers,
we were in a better position to evaluate how easy it might be to reproduce
the rest of the studies and to identify what factors determine the extent of
reproducibility. In each study, we identify the different information elements
(depicted in Fig. 1 and explained in sub-section 4.2) and use the assessment390
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attributes and their associated metrics defined by Gonazalez and Robles high-
lighted in section 2.3 to indicate the presence or otherwise of each of them.
If present, the appropriate metrics value is selected to indicate the extent of
usefulness of the provided information.
4. Results395
In this section we present the results of the three basic activities of this study
described in Section 3 – Methodology.
4.1. Reproduction analysis
Here we report the outcomes from the reproduction analysis of the six studies
(described in sub-section 3.1). The difficulties encountered are very similar400
across all of the studies. Nevertheless, when there is need to show concrete
example(s), we refer to [36], which provides the most detailed step by step
measurable outputs.
Generally, it was difficult to acquire the raw/cleaned dataset used in the
considered studies. Often the referenced web links were either broken or pointed405
to the index page of the hosting institution. In most cases, however, there was
no link even to the location of the raw dataset. The papers contain sufficient
information that identifies the classification algorithm used but the provided
information was insufficient to reproduce the classification results. Beyond the
standard algorithms, all the studies attempted something new to try to optimize410
the performance of the traditional algorithms and mitigate the effect of any
known TM problems like class imbalance. However, they provided only textual
descriptions of the changes or at best an algorithm of the changes but not the
code that was used.
Starting from the dataset, analysis of the details available in each of the415
studies are as below:
• The link to supplementary materials provided in [36] is broken. We were
able to locate the new link, but the cleaned extracted dataset is not pro-
vided. The site contains a web link to the TREC 2004 Genomics Track
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webpage but not directly to where the raw data was supposed to be lo-420
cated; we have provided the direct link6. They also provided a file with
the PMIDs for the dataset they used.
• [45] referenced the information provided in [36].
• Dataset source or location was not provided in [38].
• Data source or body providing the data was named in [39, 41, 44] but425
neither a link nor retrieval information was provided for the dataset used.
Though we were eventually able to locate the raw DERP data source, we were
unable to extract the exact full dataset. We used the PMID file provided by
Cohen et al. [36] and retrieved 18,431 from the directories: “2004 TREC ASCII
MEDLINE 1” and “2004 TREC ASCII MEDLINE 2”. Out of the 18, 733 data430
items of the 15 review topics used in [36, 38, 45], however, we could not locate
the 302 missing items (see Table 5. for the number of studies retrieved for each
topic). Thus, our reproduction analysis relied on an incomplete dataset, which
was a significant setback from the perspective of reproducibility. In order to
circumvent this problem, we emailed the corresponding author of [36] requesting435
the extracted dataset used in their experiment and stated our mission but got
no response. [39, 41, 44] used part or all of this dataset and also additional
data.
The information provided about pre-processing — data cleaning, feature
representation and selection — was mostly useful for reproduction across the440
papers. Only the feature representation used was reported in [39]. There was
no explicit explanation of the representation.
In [36], the paper described how they selected statistically significant fea-
tures using χ2 with 0.05 α level, thus it was easy to compare results. The two
applications we used agree on more than the top 50% of the results and above445
80% in total for selected features. Despite this, we were not able to produce
the exact number of features for a 0.05 confidence interval using the χ2 method.
This might have been because we did not have the complete dataset in the first
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Table 5: Retrieved corpus size(s) and number of features significant for each study (Cohen et
al.’s appears in italics)
Review topics Corpus
χ2 top
features
MeSH
features
PubType
features
ACEInhibitors
2498 242 54 7
2544 210 40 5
ADHD
845 115 39 0
851 80 24 0
Antihistamines
308 31 10 1
310 29 9 0
AtypicalAntipsychotics
1115 173 44 7
1120 302 71 8
BetaBlockers
2043 129 26 3
2072 194 42 5
CalciumChannelBlockers
1190 166 43 4
1218 329 77 5
Estrogens
362 102 26 4
368 233 44 5
NSAIDs
389 146 39 5
393 242 51 5
Opioids
1883 78 25 0
1915 55 14 0
OralHypoglycemics
493 97 22 3
503 234 55 4
ProtonPumpInhibitors
1314 165 40 4
1333 206 54 6
SkeletalMuscleRelaxants
1610 67 14 4
1643 11 2 2
Statins
3402 173 39 5
3465 467 87 6
Triptans
657 226 42 6
675 121 22 3
Triptans
322 137 37 6
327 215 45 5
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place. Another possibility is that there may be some fine–tuning not reported
in the paper because the discrepancy in our number of features and theirs is450
too wide in some cases. The results of our data retrieval and feature selection
compared to [36] (in italics) are presented in Table 5.
The 5x2 cross validation average results for precision, recall and harmonic
mean (F1) are presented in Table 6, alongside an extract from Cohen et al.’s
results [36] in italics. Our ’votedperceptron’ precision values are better than455
Cohen et. al.’s but the recall and F1 score are worse. The lower recall in this
case accounts for the higher precision values, since there is always a trade-off
between recall and precision. But the simple perceptron and SVM show compa-
rable and sometimes lower recall with higher precision performance compared
to Cohen et al.’s. This shows that the results of the studies could be repro-460
duced only if the authors were to provide sufficient information on experimental
procedure and data. If we have access to the full dataset, it might still be im-
possible for us to get the exact classification outcomes given that randomization
is usually involved in the procedures of text classification algorithms and none
of the papers provide access to the data partition or indices they used for the465
training and test/validation sets. They only provide proportion information
about training and test sets (i.e. what percentage of the data was used for these
purposes). The seed value used (if any), would have been sufficient to reproduce
any randomised step but that was not provided either. Overall, based on our
reproduction analysis experience, we conclude that it is difficult to reproduce470
the studies. This difficulty could have been significantly reduced if the studies
had made available the datasets they used, the seed value for each randomisa-
tion steps or the data partition or indices for the training and test/validation
sets, and the implementation details of any algorithm or method used.
4.2. Assessment framework definition475
Following our attempt to reproduce the results of six studies in this pa-
per, we identified the following information elements required to support the
reproducibility of TM application in the context of citation screening:
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Table 6: 5X2 folds cross validation results based on top features as used in [28]
Review topics Method Precision Recall F1
ACEInhibitors
Cohen 0.0387 0.9561 0.0745
Votedperceptron 0.414 0.101 0.16
Simple perceptron 0.11 0.86 0.19
SVM 0.15 0.75 0.25
ADHD
Cohen 0.0945 0.9200 0.1713
Votedperceptron 0.53 0.514 0.521
Simple perceptron 0.35 0.95 0.50
SVM 0.46 0.94 0.62
Antihistamines
Cohen 0.0502 0.8500 0.0948
Votedperceptron 0.571 0.467 0.517
Simple perceptron 0.40 0.83 0.53
SVM 0.40 0.98 0.57
AtypicalAntipsychotics
Cohen 0.1534 0.9493 0.2642
Votedperceptron 0.582 0.533 0.556
Simple perceptron 0.42 0.80 0.53
SVM 0.33 1.00 0.49
BetaBlockers
Cohen 0.0334 0.9286 0.0644
Votedperceptron 0.459 0.201 0.279
Simple perceptron 0.19 0.85 0.31
SVM 0.18 0.97 0.30
CalciumChannelBlockers
Cohen 0.0952 0.9460 0.1730
Votedperceptron 0.581 0.447 0.503
Simple perceptron 0.38 0.78 0.49
SVM 0.41 0.97 0.26
Estrogens
Cohen 0.2252 0.9725 0.4044
Votedperceptron 0.645 0.440 0.519
Simple perceptron 0.32 0.83 0.44
SVM 0.38 0.96 0.54
NSAIDs
Cohen 0.2631 0.9317 0.4103
Votedperceptron 0.651 0.568 0.603
Simple perceptron 0.36 0.95 0.51
SVM 0.44 0.92 0.59
Opioids
Cohen 0.0092 0.9467 0.0182
Votedperceptron 0.359 0.068 0.114
Simple perceptron 0.04 0.84 0.07
SVM 0.08 0.56 0.14
OralHypoglycemics
Cohen 0.4004 0.9471 0.4561
Votedperceptron 0.35 0.86 0.49
Simple perceptron 0.67 0.75 0.68
SVM 0.28 1.00 0.44
ProtonPumpInhibitors
Cohen 0.0602 0.9373 0.1132
Votedperceptron 0.519 0.301 0.380
Simple perceptron 0.26 0.80 0.38
SVM 0.24 0.93 0.38
SkeletalMuscleRelaxants
Cohen 0.0055 1.0000 0.0109
Votedperceptron 0.428 0.067 0.120
Simple perceptron 0.03 0.94 0.05
SVM 0.04 0.67 0.08
Statins
Cohen 0.0311 0.9647 0.0603
Votedperceptron 0.272 0.039 0.070
Simple perceptron 0.07 0.87 0.12
SVM 0.11 0.69 0.19
Triptans
Cohen 0.0365 0.9583 0.0703
Votedperceptron 0.647 0.634 0.641
Simple perceptron 0.45 0.92 0.82
SVM 0.48 0.93 0.63
UrinaryIncontinence
Cohen 0.1559 0.9850 0.2691
Votedperceptron 0.473 0.465 0.465
Simple perceptron 0.33 0.84 0.46
SVM 0.26 0.97 0.41
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(i) Data source: The actual location of the raw dataset — direct webpage.
(ii) Raw data: The whole of the dataset retrievable from (i). Necessary infor-480
mation may include the description of the internal structure of the dataset,
the retrieval method, the file format(s) etc.
(iii) Dataset: The focused dataset used in a particular TM experiment which
may be the whole of (ii) or a subset. Information required may involve
any new location of the extracted dataset, the extraction technique and485
the parts extracted.
(iv) Pre-processing: This involves preprocessing steps of tokenization and noise
removal from the resulting dataset.
(v) Feature representation: The method used for numerical encoding of the
text tokens.490
(vi) Feature Selection: The feature selection/reduction approach used with
sufficient details.
(vii) Dimensionality reduction: Any other method used to further reduce the
dimensionality of the feature vector beside feature selection.
(viii) Data partitions: Partitions (or indices) of the data used for the different495
classification operations — training, testing and or validation or seed value
used to control randomised partitioning.
(ix) Modelling: Details of the machine learning algorithm used for mining the
text, seed values for randomisation control, algorithm parameters and code
or executable file for newly proposed algorithms.500
(x) Model assessment: The testing or validation approach used.
(xi) Third party framework: Available machine learning software or packages
used during the experiments.
(xii) Custom method: This refers to algorithms or techniques proposed by the
authors in a study.505
4.3. Reproducibility Assessment
Based on the information elements, attributes, metrics and tags defined in
sub-sections 4.2 and 2.3, we assessed the reproducibility of 33 studies on the
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application of TM to citation screening in systematic reviews. A typical de-
tailed assessment of a study is shown in Table 7 while the overall assessment510
is presented in Table 8. The issues relating to data sources and datasets pose
a key challenge to reproduction as information found in 28 (89%) of the pa-
pers (in both elements) are only useful with some difficulty while four (12%)
were found to not have useful information about the data source and six (18%)
about the dataset. 13 (39%), 16 (48%) and 11 (33%) of the papers respectively515
provided pre-processing, feature selection and dimensionality reduction infor-
mation that is fully useful to reproduction; an additional six (18%), eight (24%)
and four (12%) respectively with some difficulty. This leaves an average of five
(15%) with either irrelevant or not useful information. Pre-processing and fea-
ture representation recorded values higher than 30% on no useful information520
mainly because the authors might assume implicit understanding thereby fail-
ing to mention what steps were specifically taken in data cleaning e.g. were
stopwords removed? This information is necessary because there have been sit-
uations where experiments were conducted with stopwords. In the case of data
split, we found only five (15%) papers providing information that may be useful525
for reproduction. The information about the machine learning algorithms can
be used for reproduction in nine papers and with difficulty in another 19 (57%).
However, information provided on custom (proposed) methods in three papers
were found to be useful, 16 with difficulty while 13 (39%) have no provision for
this element.530
Validation and testing information were found useful in 13 (39%) of the
papers and in 12 (36%) were useful for reproduction with some level of difficulty.
Finally, all third party tools or frameworks used in the studies were found to be
free and accessible. The information provided on them was sufficient to locate
the tools.535
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Table 7: A typical assessment output of a study (see footnote for abbreviations in column 1)
IdentificationDescription Availability Persistence Flexibility Assessment
DS Partial No Private Likely N/A D+
Dataset No No Unknown Unknown No N
PP Classical Complete N/A N/A N/A U
FS Classical Complete N/A N/A N/A U
DR Classical Complete N/A N/A N/A U
Split No Partial N/A N/A N/A D
Technique Classical Partial N/A N/A N/A D
Testing Complete Partial N/A N/A N/A D
TPF Complete Complete Free Likely No U+
CM N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A —
Note: DS – Data source; PP – Pre-processing; FS – Feature selection; DR – Dimensionality reduction;
Split – dataset partition; Technique – Modelling technique/algorithm used; Testing – testing or cross
validation technique; TPF – Third party framework and CM – Custom method.
5. Validity Threats
The assessment presented in this study is based mainly on our subjective in-
terpretation of the content of the papers. The number of studies chosen for the
reproduction analysis is quite small and thus the results might not be represen-
tative of all of the studies in the field. The studies involved in the assessment are540
also quite limited and thus may not represent the whole research area though
they were chosen from a systematic review published in 2015.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
For the reproduction analysis, we were unable to reproduce any of the results
of the original studies because we could not retrieve the complete datasets and,545
for all six studies, critical data usage information was missing. In particular,
more information was needed about how the dataset was partitioned and about
the seed values used for randomization.
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Some of the papers assessed for reproducibility (e.g. P1 — P9, as shown in
Table 8.) did exhibit some potential for reproducibility providing good acces-550
sibility to raw datasets and useful explanations of their preprocessing, feature
representation and dimensionality reduction process. However, for many of the
papers, information about dataset partitioning was inadequate.
In addition, access to and information about the dataset used and details
about the algorithms used in the studies were insufficient for reproduction. In555
particular, information about parameters and new (proposed) algorithms was
lacking.
Generally, the accessibility of third party tools was good although, of course,
we cannot be sure about their persistence and flexibility.
As a result of our research, we propose a checklist (Table 9) which is based560
on the information elements we have identified. This can be used by authors
reporting TM experiments for citation screening in systematic reviews or any
text classification experiment to help improve reproducibility.
Reviewers may also use the checklist to assess the level of reproducibility
of TM studies in the context of citation screening for systematic reviews. We565
expect that the checklist will continue to be evaluated and upgraded until its
usefulness and completeness is confirmed by many researchers. The checklist is
in partial compliance with the FAIR principle as described in [35]. The data
source and storage details will ensure the data is Findable, while being hosted on
the internet at a published address will ensure it is Accessible. Interoperability570
is still a challenge, given that the data is being stored in popular formats on
general-purpose repositories making it usable by humans, but not automatically
usable by machines. The information about data format and partitioning will
facilitate the Reusability of the data.
The reproduction analysis and reproducibility assessment in this study reveal575
that the studies are hard to reproduce due to missing information regarding
access to and availability of raw, target or processed datasets. Reproduction
by independent research teams is possible but with different levels of difficulty
specific to each study.
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Table 9: Reproducibility enabling information checklist for text mining studies
Item No. Information elements Yes No N/A
1 Original location of the raw dataset
2
Provided link to local copy of:
a. Raw dataset
b. Target dataset
c. Cleaned dataset
3
Described the internal structure of:
a. Raw dataset
b. Target dataset
c. Cleaned dataset
4 Data retrieval method details
5 Data extraction method described
6 Pre-processing details
7 Feature representation technique
8 Feature selection technique
9 Dimensionality reduction technique
10 Final feature vector download link
11 Training algorithm
12
Custom algorithm
a. Text
b. Code
c. Algorithm
d. Executable file
14 Model assessment method
15 Detailed model assessment result
16 Necessary seed values provided
17
Training/test data partition available or indices provided
a. Link to data partitions provided
b. (link to) Indices provided
c. Seed value provided
18
Provide name and version number of third party or external
software package used
29
Studies in this field need to be reported with more information than is cur-580
rently the practice, to aid independent reproduction of the studies. One pos-
sibility would be to create a common repository where research results can be
stored along with associated datasets, partition information and process de-
tails [83]. This would ensure persistence and availability of datasets, as well as
providing additional experiment information not included in publications. In585
fact, we advise making available the full code used during experiments. Also,
communication may improve between researchers due to the need for further
explanation or elicitation of undocumented tacit knowledge or ideas used in the
original experiment. Such communication has been established to help better
replication [84, 85].590
Data and process descriptions need to be made publicly available in order
to support study reproduction and consequently enhance external validation
and maturity chances of claims and discoveries.It will also help improve the
availability of evidence about the effectiveness of the methods that have been
proposed for the application of TM techniques to citation screening in SRs.595
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Appendix A. Further explanation of tags in Table 8
U(Usable for reproduction): This option is used if the information provided880
for a certain element are precise and was useful to repeat the study action. This
is normally associated with a combination of ‘complete’ tag in ‘identification’
and ‘description’; and ‘public’ in ‘availability’ attributes.
D (Usable for reproduction with some difficulty): Any variation in the identifi-
cation, description and public attributes from the description above will likely885
result in a ‘D’ measure if the information is still found useful. For example,
if a data source is precisely described but it is stored on a private repository
requiring certain membership or the reader has to take some personal initiative
to achieve the expected task.
N (Not usable for reproduction): This is the case when the information pro-890
vided is does not help the reader in any way to repeat the author‘s action(s).
+ (Future availability is foreseeable): This sign is used to indicate that a con-
crete artefact e.g. tool or dataset will still be available in foreseeable future.
May be because it’s open source, well maintained, funded, managed or because
it‘s been around for some time with an active team and technical support etc.895
* (Flexible): The asterisk sign is used to indicate perceived level of flexibility
of:
• Data: In terms of storage or format. The ease of the possibility to trans-
form it from one format or storage technology to another.
• Tools, algorithms or techniques: Is the method or tool written in a popular900
language with codes made available to the public and easy to modify
and/or extend?
- (Irrelevant): Used when an attribute is irrelevant to a given element.
The tags are an overall decision on how useful to reproducibility was the infor-
mation provided in the study being assessed regarding each information element905
and its attribute rating. Table 7 provides an example of the attributes judge-
ment per information element for a sample study. In the table, data source has
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an assessment of ‘D+’, the ‘D’ simply implies that the information regarding
the data source given in the study being assessed is found useful (i.e. a reader
can use it to find the data) but with some level of difficulty (e.g. the link given910
was to a general page and the reader have to figure out how to navigate to the
specific data webpage). The ‘+’ implies that the data is likely to be persistent
may be because its hosted in a public well maintained website or provided by a
reputable body that is interested to continue to make it available.
Appendix B. Explanation of some terms/phrases in Table 9915
Following are the definitions of some of the phrases used in Table 9:
Raw dataset: This refers to the whole body of the dataset in its original form,
in situations where the study under review utilized only a subset of a larger data
body. For example, the TREC 2004 dataset consists of 50 DERP review topics
where some of the studies reviewed in this study used only 15 or at most 24.920
The raw dataset in this case is the complete 50 review topics because they were
bundled together. Any user will first have to download the whole set before
extracting the part required. This may sometimes be the same as the target
dataset when the whole set is being used.
Target dataset: The target dataset is the subset (data) of interest in its original925
form, for a particular study in cases where the data used for the study is part
of a larger set. An example is the 15 review topics used in [36] which is a subset
of the 50 review topics of the TREC 2004 dataset. This may sometimes be the
same as the raw dataset.
Cleaned dataset: This is the processed (through preprocessing or any other data930
cleaning approach) version of the target dataset.
Internal structure: This entry requires the researcher to describe the different
headings under which each data record was categorized and which part is of
interest to the study. For example, the TREC 2004 used 50 or more categorical
heading to describe each document, part of which are: Title, Abstract, MeSH935
tag, PMID, publication type, publication year etc. The storage format and or-
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der of heading arrangement might also be useful.
Data retrieval method: Information about how the dataset is packaged or stored
and what method was used or will be required to gain access to the data e.g
direct download from a universal resource locator (URL) or automated retrieval940
(e.g. web scraping) because the dataset are not bundled together or are from
different sources.
Data extraction: Most of the data files are sometimes too large to be opened di-
rectly or loaded into memory at once, so, after gaining access to the raw dataset,
how were the records of interest for each datum extracted. This is more useful945
in cases where only partial record of each datum is desired. Again, using the
TREC 2004 dataset as an example, most of the studies we reviewed are inter-
ested only in four information - title, abstract, MeSH and the publication type
out of about 50 information available for each document.
Custom algorithm: In situations where a researcher proposed a new or an im-950
provement to an existing algorithm, the type of description provided for this
proposal will determine how well or not it can be reused.
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